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H I G H L I G H T S

� Uncertainty propagation formulae for age dating with nuclear chronometers.
� Applied to parent–daughter pairs used in nuclear forensics.
� Investigated need for better half-life data.
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a b s t r a c t

Uncertainty propagation formulae are presented for age dating in support of nuclear forensics. The age of
radioactive material in this context refers to the time elapsed since a particular radionuclide was
chemically separated from its decay product(s). The decay of the parent radionuclide and ingrowth of the
daughter nuclide are governed by statistical decay laws. Mathematical equations allow calculation of the
age of specific nuclear material through the atom ratio between parent and daughter nuclides, or
through the activity ratio provided that the daughter nuclide is also unstable. The derivation of the
uncertainty formulae of the age may present some difficulty to the user community and so the exact
solutions, some approximations, a graphical representation and their interpretation are presented in this
work. Typical nuclides of interest are actinides in the context of non-proliferation commitments. The
uncertainty analysis is applied to a set of important parent–daughter pairs and the need for more precise
half-life data is examined.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Age dating of radioactive material by means of radiometric or
mass spectrometry measurements is a long-established technique
in geological and archaeological sciences (Hamilton, 1965; Magill
and Galy, 2005). It uses statistical decay laws to provide the link
between the activity or atom concentration of radionuclides and
their daughter nuclide(s) and the time elapsed since certain initial
conditions. Nuclear forensics is a relatively young scientific dis-
cipline in which age dating is performed using the same principles.
Here, the age refers to the time elapsed since a radionuclide of
interest, usually an actinide isotope, was chemically separated
from its decay products (Mayer et al., 2007; 2013). Such informa-
tion taken with other evidence is crucial for identification of
the sampled material (see e.g. Schwantes et al. (2009)). The
precision by which the age of the material can be determined
not only depends on the precision of the analytical measurement,

but is also limited by the state of knowledge of the half-lives
involved.

In this paper, exact mathematical formulae are presented of the
uncertainty propagation factors involved with age dating in
nuclear forensics, based on the measurement of either atom ratios
or activity ratios. From the exact equations, approximate formulae
are derived which are applicable under specified conditions.
Graphs of the uncertainty propagation as a function of time for
two hypothetical cases are presented and interpreted. The equa-
tions are used specifically to examine the constraints imposed on
the attainable precision of the age due the current uncertainties on
the nuclear half-lives of the parent–daughter pairs involved.

2. Age dating by atom ratio measurements

2.1. Exact formulae

Age dating is applied to a material containing a radionuclide
and its decay products, assuming that no physicochemical pro-
cesses other than radioactive decay have altered their relative
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concentrations over time. The number of atoms of the parent and
daughter nuclides, P(t) and D(t) respectively, obey statistical decay
rules as a function of time:

PðtÞ ¼ Pð0Þe� λP t ð1Þ

DðtÞ ¼Dð0Þe� λDtþPð0Þ λP
λD�λP

ðe� λP t�e� λDtÞ ð2Þ

in which the decay constants λP and λD are inversely proportional
to the parent and daughter half-lives, TP¼ ln(2)/λP and TD¼ ln(2)/λD,
respectively.

The ratio of Eq. (2) and Eq. (1) gives the equation for the atom
ratio of daughter and parent atoms at any time t40:

RðtÞ ¼DðtÞ
PðtÞ ¼ Rð0Þe�ðλD � λP Þtþ λP

λD�λP
ð1�e�ðλD � λP ÞtÞ ð3Þ

It is assumed that at time t¼0, the parent nuclei were separated
completely from the daughter nuclei such that R(0)¼0, so that D(t)
can be fully ascribed to ingrowth after t¼0. Determining the ‘age’ of
the material consists of calculating the most likely amount of time
elapsed since separation, using measured values of the atom ratio,
R̂ðtÞ, and literature values of the decay constants, λ̂P and λ̂D:

Age¼ 1
λ̂P� λ̂D

ln 1� R̂ðtÞλ̂D� λ̂P

λ̂P

 !
ð4Þ

Linear propagation of uncertainty on the atom ratio R(t) and
the decay constants λP and λD results to:
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λP�λD
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in which the variable T is defined as

T
t
¼ eðλD � λP Þt�1

ðλD�λPÞt
ð6Þ

and the relative uncertainties on the decay constants are equal to
(minus) the relative uncertainties on the half-lives, i.e.
sðλÞ=λ¼ �sðT1=2Þ=T1=2:

The uncertainty on R arises mainly from the uncertainty of the
analytical measurement result, which may be expected to be smallest
around R¼1 and to increase in approximate proportion to |log(R)|
when parent and daughter concentrations differ by orders of
magnitude. Another uncertainty component that should be taken
into account is the possibility of an incomplete chemical separation
at time t¼0 (Williams and Gaffney, 2011; Eppich et al., 2013). This
would increase R(t) by a relative amount Rð0Þ=RðtÞe�ðλD � λP Þta0
(Eq. (3)), which also propagates by a factor T/t to the relative
uncertainty of the age estimate (Eq. (5)).

2.2. Approximate equations

2.2.1. Atom ratio
Serial expansion of Eq. (3) shows that R(t)EλPt if the age of the

material is low compared to the half-lives of the nuclides involved
(|λD�λP|to1). This means that the initial ingrowth of the daughter
happens at the rate of the decay of the parent and is, to a first
order approximation, independent of the half-life of the daughter.
Further changes to R(t) with time depend onwhich nuclide has the
longest half-life. In the case of a long-lived parent, where λP⪡λD, the
atom ratio tends towards the secular equilibrium value R(t)EλP/λD
for λDt41 and reaches about half that value after one half-life of

the daughter nuclide, R(TD)EλP/2λD. As a result, the expectation
value of the daughter concentration remains smaller than that of
the parent concentration. In the case of a long-lived daughter,
where λD⪡λP, the atom ratio reaches unity after about one half-life
of the parent, R(TP)E1, and then increases exponentially by
RðtÞ � eλP t for λPt41.

2.2.2. Uncertainty propagation
The uncertainty propagation formulae in Eq. (5) can be stated

as a series expansion, resulting in approximate formulae valid for
|λD�λP|to1:
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In Table 1, approximate equations are summarised for the
propagation factors under boundary conditions. For material with
a relatively young age compared to the half-lives involved, λPt⪡1 and
λDt⪡1, the propagation factors for λP and R are unity, while the factor
for λD is insignificantly small. Consequently, age determinations
based on atom ratios are more sensitive to the parent half-life then
to the daughter half-life. This is compatible with the fact that R(t)
EλPt for small values of t, i.e. linear with λP and independent of λD.

Only for old material, |λD�λP|tb1, does the uncertainty propa-
gation of the daughter half-life become important, but under these
conditions the over-all accuracy of the method is relatively poor,
as the propagation factors increase almost exponentially with λDt.

2.3. Graphical representation

The propagation factors are presented for two hypothetical
cases: a long-lived parent nuclide (λP⪡λD) in Fig. 1 and a long-lived
daughter nuclide (λD⪡λP) in Fig. 2.

2.3.1. Long-lived parent
In the top graph of Fig. 1, there is no visible difference between

the dominant propagation factors of λP and R. They remain close to
unity as long as λDto1. For larger values of t, the propagation
factors increase exponentially with λDt. The age dating method

Table 1
Exact and approximate equations for uncertainty propagation factors for age dating
via atom ratio measurements in specific conditions. The variable T has been defined
in Eq. (6). Exact equations are also presented as a function of the half-lives TP and TD
instead of the decay factors λP and λD.

Condition Age from atom ratio, using Eq. (3)
Propagation factor
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� �
λP
t
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λD
t
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T
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T
t�1
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�� ��
λP{λD Long-lived parent
λDt{1 1 λDt

2
1

λDtc1 eλDt

λDt
eλDt

λDt
eλDt

λDt
λPcλD Long-lived daughter
λPt{1 1 λDt

2
1

λPtc1 1 λD
λP

1
λPt
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